Best Practices in making the switch to cold water flooding
Facility:
For an optimal ice quality1 comparison, the pilot should be set up in a four-pad or twin-pad
facility with two filling stations. One filling station, serving one side of the facility, will be
equipped with a REALice® System; the second filling station will operate as it now does,
using hot, non-treated water for the other side of the facility.
If no twin or quad pad is available and REALice is to be installed in a single pad facility –
the comparison will need to be based on reading in the logbook, with the ice techs rating
the ice quality during the baseline period and after the switch to REALice.2 In addition,
feedback should be captured from a variety of user groups.
Operations (Management and Staff)
Getting the Operations team (both management and staff) on board is critical for a
successful pilot program. It's important to actively engage your team, encouraging them to
be proud, active participants in this energy saving venture. Having your team embrace the
energy saved and the lower costs REALice can provide, the savings potential can be
maximized:
a) Involve them early in the discussion of using an alternative method to resurface the ice,
to address their questions and concerns.
b) Connect ice techs with other ice techs that are already using the system to share their
experiences.3
c) Allow them to get their hands on the technology to work with it towards the end of the
ice season and the start of the new season.
d) Share data on the resources their arena consumes: hot water used per season4, natural
gas, electricity, emissions and the savings that can be achieved by using unheated
water.
e) Share results: set savings targets and track and communicate results of using
unheated water. Incentives can be considered…5

1

Ice quality is largely subjective (visual impression, skating on) but from a scientific point of view, the ice crystals
created by using de-gassed water are larger. Which means the ice sheet is denser, which makes it faster and holds
up for longer. What can be noticed is that better ice a) produces less snow, b) creates fine powdered snow.
2
3
4

FortisBC rating scala during the pilot: 1 unacceptable 2 – acceptable – 3 excellent
We will put you in touch with a variety of ice techs that can be introduced to your staff.

According to the Ontario Recreation Association back in 2008, that said an ice-resurfacer runs 2,595 times a
season, per ice sheet, holding 665 liters of hot water each run, equals 1.7 million liters of hot water per ice sheet, per
season.
5
Name the best operator during peak season, making great ice with unheated water while driving slowly, taking time,
cutting the ice and collecting the snow. Continuous performance, not getting rushed even pressure is high.
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f)

Mitigate risks:
- No one should be able to bypass the system.6 Blocking off any excess outlets where
other hoses can be hooked up is recommended.
- Control the resurfacing temperature – the temperature should be logged or levers to
control the temperature should be removed. The resurfacing water temperature will
likely not have to exceed 68ºF ever again.

Users:
Arenas often do the switch “behind the scenes” without telling the users. Feedback gathered
from user groups on ice quality will therefore be authentic and free of influence by knowing that
there is something new.
Timing (Season):
The best time to start using REALice is when the ice is out. This way, the entire sheet will be
built with REALice from scratch and less likely to have resistance from your Operations team.
Building from scratch using REALice makes financial sense too: the heat transfer capacity of
treated water is increased by 5%, a rate, which applies to the entire ice sheet.
Although starting fresh is the best-case scenario, it is not a problem at all to use REALice on
existing ice. In fact, the FortisBC pilot started midseason, with great results.
Measuring & Verification Setup:
Capturing the savings gained by using the REALice system can be done in various ways:
1) Calculate7:
a) Calculation of total quantity of water required for resurfacing
b) Ice resurfacing chiller savings
c) Brine temperature increase savings calculation
2) Compare Natural Gas and Electricity usage (GJ vs. kWh) to previous time periods using
utility bills.
3) Meter the volume of water and temperatures used when the system is installed and
compare it to a previously-captured baseline, such as what was used for the FortisBC
large scale pilot 2013/20148 the M&V study by Fortis

6

Mixing REALice water with non-treated water is like putting Diesel into a Gasoline car. It doesn’t work and will
create substandard ice quality.
7 Saanich News, March 2016: http://www.saanichnews.com/news/373775351.html
8

According to FortisBC’: “The energy saving premise is twofold. First, the mechanical de-aerator will eliminate the

energy (natural gas) needed to heat the water up to 140 deg-F. Secondly, it will eliminate the energy (electric)
required for the refrigeration compressors and associated system to cool the heated water from 140 deg-F to 32 deg-
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4) Log compressor loads by installing sub-meters9 and compare the loads to a baseline or,
in a multi-pad facility, to other compressors powering a sheet of ice with non-treated
water.

For more information, contact:
Florian Gabriel, Managing Director
SWICH Services Inc.
Canadian Technology Transfer Partner
Phone: +1-604-710-5479
Email: info@realice.ca
Website: www.realice.ca

F and eventually to ice”
For insights into the complete FortisBC M&V setup, please refer to the official FortisBC report, page 15 and following:
http://www.realice.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/irre_-_mv_result_final.pdf
Comment: The FortisBC pilot metered and verified two of the three saving elements. FortisBC referred to previous
studies from SaksPower and Manitoba Hydro, which have quantified the savings by raising the brine level
temperatures.
9

There are lots of similar products that can be used to do the sub metering. Skilled trades are needed to install the
devices. The City of Kingston decided on a product by Triacta called Power Hawk smart meter 4 x24 high density
building automation meters (source: http://www.triacta.com).
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Appendix:
I) Installation images:
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Source: IRRE pilot FortisBC, 2014.
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II) Ice Making Best Practices:
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